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Clark Testing and Resolution® LLC 
Sign Collaboration Agreement for Industrial Hygiene Services

Huntsville, AL, April 8, 2021 – Clark Testing is pleased to announce a mutual collaboration for Industrial Hygiene Sampling 
and Testing Services with Resolution® LLC of Huntsville, Alabama. The Clark-Resolution venture will offer a turn-key solution for 
Environmental Health & Safety (EHS) professionals in support of workplace safety and regulatory compliance, including OSHA 
compliance.   

How we streamline compliance reports and program development for businesses:
•Our EHS service partnership begins with Resolution®’s ability to provide Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and Certified 
Safety Professional (CSP) support on EHS projects related to mitigating occupational hazards.
•Resolution® EHS professionals conduct efficient and precise onsite team-based investigations to identify, mitigate and eliminate 
potential hazards related to occupational injury, illness, and exposure.
•Resolution® specializes in Industrial Hygiene and is able to completely manage IH projects from start to finish so that clients 
are able to remain focused on daily tasks within their facilities.
•Resolution® manages the collection of bulk, surface, noise and air samples for compliance with federal and state regulatory 
requirements.
•Clark’s AIHA-accredited IH lab conducts the sample analysis and submits a report with the critical data detailing any 
potential presence of airborne substances or workplace hazards.
•Customers receive one (1) consolidated report from the Clark-Resolution team with a risk assessment identifying and 
evaluating the physical and airborne hazards of their workplace, along with a solution to ensure their facility meets safety 
standards and regulatory compliance.
•The ability to obtain one proposal covering both onsite and laboratory services reduces the time spent seeking multiple 
quotes from various vendors and simplifies the compliance process. 

   
Workplace health and safety is a fundamental protection that is critical to all businesses, regardless of the industry or physical 
environment. Hazardous conditions can cause sickness, discomfort, and long-term health risks potentially leading to tragic 
consequences. The qualified professionals of the Clark-Resolution team can ensure companies meet the safety standards and 
regulatory requirements for workplace safety enabling businesses to operate unencumbered. 

***
About Resolution LLC  

Resolution LLC (resolutionhsv.com) is a Service Disable Veteran Owned Small Business, founded and located in Huntsville, Alabama, by Jon 
Shultz and Jeff Lower. The company’s business offerings include Environmental Health & Safety (EHS), Industrial Hygiene (IH), Geospatial 
Services, and other Technical Services. Their customer base is a mix of government and commercial entities in Huntsville and across the 

Tennessee Valley, along the Florida Space Coast, and in Orange County, California.
 

About Clark Testing 
Clark Testing has been providing product qualification testing and design verification for manufacturers for over 30 years. We provide our 

clients with independent, objective and competitively priced solutions for their testing needs. You will find that we are dedicated to delivering 
premium value to clients through superior technical expertise, advanced technology and a deeply felt commitment to customer satisfaction. Our 
experience and dedication to testing helps assure that our customers in industries around the world qualify their products in an efficient manner.


